
MEASURABLE AND PROVEN BEST PRACTICES 

• Largest research study ever done on handwriting 
• 6 published studies in peer-reviewed journals 
• Best for Legibility in systematic review of Effect Sizes 
• Self-monitoring  
• Award Star-Worthy letters 
• Point of View Survey Screener 
• Printing and Writing Competency Intake 
• Implications for Treatment 
• Progress Monitoring Forms A & B 
• Embed handwriting awareness in all content areas

Best Handwriting Practices: Proven, practical, curriculum-based, measurable & easy concepts, 
strategies and practices that graduate students as neat printers

EASY, PRACTICAL TEACHER-FRIENDLY CONCEPTS 

• Writing Lines, Go Lines and Finish Lines 
• Letter Lines 
• Super C 
• Starting Points and Initial Lines 
• Touch Points 
• The RULES! 
• Stars and Dice 
• Spaghetti and Meatballs
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CURRICULUM-BASED KID-EMPOWERING STRATEGIES 

• Review THE RULES before any writing activity 
• Issue adapted writing paper at various grade levels  
• Customize worksheets 
• Create materials during Center Time 
• Run Handwriting Clubs 
• Scan adapted paper onto Smart Boards 
• Use the MRB in all content areas 
• Cue meatball spacing with finger pointers 
• Collaborate with teachers 
• Draw Writing Lines on the board 
• Model Letter Size when printing 
• Accountability for Letters learned! 
• Walk around with dice 
• Build peer mentors

 Focus on Size.  Form will Follow. TMSIZE MATTERS
HANDWRITING PROGRAM
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Handwriting Clubs     
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Handwriting Clubs target legibility in friendly, competitive small groups.  They can  
be scheduled before, during or after school hours.  They can include multiple 
grade levels, too.  Students referred to Handwriting Clubs are typically not keeping 
up  with the writing demands within their classes.  The invitation to join may be part       
of a Response to Intervention initiative. 
 
The focus needs to be intensive, meaningful and success-insured. 
 
Towards that end, the following 21 step guideline is offered when creating and 
leading Handwriting Clubs. 

Teach Letter Size Rules starting with Size One letters.    
Discuss different Letter Lines, Starting Points and Directionality.

As the students to identify each letter that is a Size One letter.  Print the upper case letters on 
similar ruled paper.  Pay strict attention to touching the Writing Lines.  If writing on a board, be 
sure to first draw similar Writing Lines or use the Magnetic Rectasquare Wipe-off surface.  (If the 
children name lower case Size One letters at this time, suggest that you get back to them later.) 
Return to identifying all Size One upper case letters.

Teach Letter Size Rules starting with Size One letters.    
Discuss different Letter Lines, Starting Points and Directionality.

As the students to identify each letter that is a Size One letter.  Print the upper case letters on 
similar ruled paper.  Pay strict attention to touching the Writing Lines.  If writing on a board, be 
sure to first draw similar Writing Lines or use the Magnetic Rectasquare Wipe-off surface.  (If the 
children name lower case Size One letters at this time, suggest that you get back to them later.) 
Return to identifying all Size One upper case letters.
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Adaptive Writing Paper
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Mr. Brown is Upside Down 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Things look very different when they’re upside down.   Even printing. 
 
Try reading, for example.  A journal entry that is almost decipherable when 
right side up will look especially cryptic when its normal orientation is altered.    
 
Poor differentiation of spacing between words from the spacing of letters 
within words will make most written work unreadable.  Time is wasted trying  
to figure out where one word stops and the next begins. 
 
A quick trick to draw student’s attention to this problem is by returning the 
paper to the child upside down.   
 
Ask students to draw a red line wherever they see a large space.  The idea is 
to mark the spaces in between all the words.  Tell them to do so quickly using 
their first impressions as a guide.  (It’s not a test of their upside down reading 
skills!) 
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Without the advantage of being able to 
reread their composition easily, the 
importance of spacing is reinforced.   
 
In the example on the right, you can see 
how hard it was for the child to decide 
where each word break was. 
 
Repeat this strategy whenever children hand 
in papers that look like each line of writing is 
one long word or a series of sprawling or 
randomly spaced ones. 
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